Hemagglutinin-neuraminidase gene sequence-based reclassification of human parainfluenza virus 3 variants.
The most comprehensive phylogenetic classification of human parainfluenza virus 3 (HPIV-3) was recently developed [PLoS One 2012;7:e43893]. This classification included three distinct clusters (A, B and C) with subdivision of cluster C into four subclusters (C1-4). In the present report, the classification of HPIV-3 was refined by inclusion of 27 overlooked beside newly characterized Saudi variants. The new phylogram was developed and included the same clusters described before, in which cluster A remained unchanged and cluster B contained more recent isolates. The organization of cluster C was altered through inclusion of a new subcluster (C5), subdivision of C1 into two lineages C1a and C1b and subdivision of C3 into three lineages C3a, C3b and C3c. The majority of Saudi variants were classified as members of subcluster C1b, whereas only one variant was placed in each of subclusters C2 and C5. This study illustrates an up-to-date phylogenetic classification of HPIV-3 variants.